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plotting W' es V and C vs V, using Briggs' infrared value~ E=n~
=16.1 to relate the C and 8' scales. On the basis of this procedure
thc points Rgrcc, Rnd withID this Rcculacy thc cxpcxlmcQt con"
Grms that n' at infrared equals E at j.000 cps. Unfortunately,
the junction studied has neither a linear concentration gradient
nor an abrupt transition as evidenced by the approach of the
data to Ca& V ~ and in fact the curves of Fig. 2 can be equally
weIl fitted by parabolas. This introduces an uncertainty in the TV

estimate of about 30 percent, which we hope to eliminate by
future studies of other junctions.

Ke are indebted to E. Buehler, M. Sparks, and G. K. Teal,
who prepared the single crystal p —e junction and to W. L. Bond,
P. W. Foy, and H. R. Moore for help with the measurements.

~ W. Schottky and E. Spenke, Vhss. Veroff. Siemens-clerk. I8„1 (1939);
see also S. J. Angello, Elec. Kng. 68, 865 (1949).

~ W. Shockley, Bell System Tech. J. 28, 435 {1949}.
3 McAffee, Ryder, Shockley, and Sparks, Phys. Rev. 83, 650 (1951);

and Goucher, Pearson, Sparks, Teal, and Shockley, Phys. Rev, 81, 63I
(1951).

4 This junction is the same as that investigated by Coucher ef al.
(reference 3).

~The technique employed is that of %'. G. Pfann, Trans. Am. Inst.
Mining and Metall. Engrs. IVS, 606 (1948).

~ H. B. Briggs, Phys. Rev. 7'I, 287 (1950).
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&HIS brief report contains the basic principles of an inter-
ferometer operating with electron beams. The possibility of

buiMing such an interferometer may have occurred to many, but
in the absence of any publications on this subject some elemen-
tary coDsidcIRtioDs IQRy Dot bc misplaced.

It is rather simple to conceive an interferometer operating with
electron beams based on the equivalent light optical, experiment
of Young. In principle, the double slit method could be employed
but simple calculations, based on light optical analogies, indicate
that the dimensions and complexities of such an instrument are
rather undesirabIe. Because of the short wavelength, the source
size, the size of the slits and their separation, and the separation
of the fringes becomes so small that a major experimental efII'orf

may be needed for coping with them. In view of these diScultics
it is worthwhile to explore the possibilities of a wide beam inter-

l&)PI

ferometer instead of a narrow beam instrument. In principle a
wide beam interferometer of, let us say, the Michelson or the
Jamin type is possible provided an efficient beam splitter is
available. Such a good beam splitting mechanism exists for elec-
trons, although not in the customary sense of light optics. Diffrac-
tion from thin crystal lamellae offers an excellent mechanism for
carrying out such an interferometer experiment. Several lamellar
crystals are needed in the manner indicated in Fig. i. Let us
assume an incident parallel beam of electrons passes through a
thin crystal in the manner indicated by Fig. 1(R). Part of the
beam is transmitted and part of it is diffracted. At a certain
distance a second crystal is placed. Part of the original beam
again is transmitted and part of it is diGracted as indicated. The
same applies to the beam diffracted on the Grst crystal. The same
phenomenon is repeafed again on a third crystal placed at equal
distance. By placing convenient limiting apertures we can select
two diBracted beams out of the multitude of all the beams indi-
cated on Fig. f(a) and have a total path indicated on Fig. 1(b).
The resulting trajectories correspond roughly to the equivaIent of
the Mach-Zehnder type interferometer. Figure I(b) indicates fhe
optical path for zero-path difference. A Geld gradient across the
two paths will produce a path di6'erencc which can be observed
by means of the shifting of the fringes localized at inGnity.

To convince ourselves that the proposed scheme is feasible, we
carried out light optical analog experiments. They consisted in.
reproducing the optical path indicated on Fig. 1(b) by means of
transmIssIon-type gratlDg I'cpllcRs. If. wRs found thRt whIlc such
a system does not OGer any particular advantages as compared
to thc convcDtionRI interferometer, lt constitutes R pcI'fcctly good
light optical interferometer and it he1ped us to compute some
of the design characteristics of the electron beam instrument.
Further proof for the soundness of the idea is furnished by the
electron microscope observations of interference fringes published
by Mitsuishi, Nagasaki, and Uyeda. Similar observations have
been reported also by Rees~ from Australia and also by Hillier. '
Observations in all three places indicate that the type of inter-
ferencc necessary for the operation of an electron interferometer
is produced on lamellar thin crystals.

Calculations have been carried out to determine the tolerances
for misalignment of the elements of an electron beam inter-
ferometer. These calculations will be reported later by J. Arol

Simpson. Anticipating this report it may be mentioned that the
dimensional and other tolerances of the instrument are weII within

cxpcrlIDcQtal possibilities.
The crystals required for carrying out such experiments can be

either selected from natural crystals or grown for the purpose.
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FIG. 1(a).Schematic representation of rays passing through three crystaIs.
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It has been shown in the past by numerous observers that epitaxy
o6'ers a good way for the production of thin lamellar crystals.
Experiments have been carried out in this laboratory by O. G.
Engel, J. A. Simpson, J. Suddeth, and T. McCraw, and thin 6lms
of di6erent metals having thicknesses of the order of 100 to 200A
have been produced with the required characteristics. While the
produced 61ms may not be single crystals in the true sense of the
word, electron diffraction patterns indicate that if they are
constituted by smaller crystals all the constituent crystals are so
well aligned that the conditions for the interferometer experiment
are ful61led. Details about these experiments wiII also be contained
in later publications.

In principle, the optics of such a wide beam interferometer
could be simplified, to contain only one thin crystal, as shown
in Fig. 2. In this case the incident beam is deRected at right
angles by a 6rst magnet 2 to impinge on a thin. crystal. The
incident beam again is partIy transmitted and partly diQ'racted.
The transmitted beam is intercepted by a conveniently located
stop. The two diffracted beams are deflected by the magnets
BI, Bs,, CI, C& in the manner shown on the 6gure and are reunited
by the crystal to form an emerging beam proceeding in the
opposite direction from the incident one. Magnet A de8ects
then this emerging beam in a direction coincident with the original
one of the incident beam.

FIG. 2. Interferometer arrangement with one crystal and magnetic field.

A number of other possible combinations with varying number
of crystals and fields could be listed. It is conceivable that Bragg
reaction on thicker crystals could also be used. The geometries
which reduce the number of crystals merely shift the required
tolerances from the crystal alignments to the magnetic 6eM
ahgnments. No estimates have been made up to now as to the
degree of accuracy required in this latter operation.

The usefulness of an electron interferometer can be manifold,
As mentioned above, fringe displacement is produced by a 6eld
gradient and therefore such an instrument constitutes an ex-
tremely sensitive device for measuring gradients of magnetic or
electrostatic 6elds. By producing large di6'erences of optical paths
it is intended to use the instrument for the determination of
the limit of coherence of an electron beam. In analogy to inter-
ference spectroscopy of light optics it couM be used for the
determination of the band structure of electron emitters. Another
possible use may be indicated by applying it to the study of
internal potentials in solids.

Construction of an electron interferometer is underway and
results will be reported later.

+ This vrork was done as part of a cooperative program of research and
development in basic instrumentation sponsored jointly by the National
Bureau of Standards, ONR, Ounce of Air Research, and the AEC.

~ Mitsuishi, Nagasaki, and Uyeda, Proc. Japan Acad. N', 86 (1951).
~ Private communication from Dr. Rees.
I Reported at the National Bureau of Standards Electron Physics

Symposium.
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t N recent years a considerable number of experiments have
been performed on the stopping of swift particles of low

charge. The results have been discussed on the basis of the treat-
ments by Bethe and by Bloch. The purpose of the present note is
to point out a simple way in which to compare the experimental
data for substances of fairly high atomic numbers.

When the dynamics of atoms is described on classical lines on
the basis of the Thomas-Fermi model a striking similarity appears
in the behavior of diferent atoms for the following reason. In the
dynamics of a Fermi gas of density p there enters directly a fre-
quency, namely the classical resonance frequency coo= (4xpcs/m) Ii'2,

involving the interaction of the electrons. In the statistical model
of the atom, where the common unit of length is proportional to
Z '~', the scale serving as a norm for the frequencies coo is pro-
portional to Z. Similarly, since the velocities involved behave as
p'Is or Z21', the scale measuring frequencies of revolution ~„ in
the atom is also proportional to Z. This gives the characteristics
of the dynamics of heavy atoms on the classical approach, in
which the motion is shared by many electrons.

Consider now the process of slowing-down of a swift atomic
particle of low charge, 3, so that the energy transfer is proportional
to H. The CGects of the particle are then completely speci6ed by
its velocity v, corresponding to a frequency co „=2vrv'/A. The
stopping will be determined by the relative value of the fre-
quencies in the atom measured in terms of co ~. One then 6nds
for dimensional reasons that the speci6c energy loss as a function
of e and Z, may be written (4msV/mIf2) -g Z times a dimension-
less function of (cop 01' co„)/ca ~ ~Z/v', and one may write

=L=I.(Z/v'), (&)S'dE 4ms'e'Z

where I is a so far unspeci6ed function, determined by the dis-
tribution of the proper frequencies in the atom. When relativistic
CBects are of importance, the familiar quantity Iog(i —e'/c'}+y%s
is to be added on the left hand side. But corrections for E-shells
are not to be introduced in a statistical description of atoms of
the kind considered here.

By using a simpli6ed classical hydrodynamical treatment of
the motion of a Fermi gas, Bloch has obtained a formula of the
type (I) with I.=log(2m@'/Z Io}, Io being a constant. This
expression should have approximate validity for very high
velocities e.

The considerations leading to (1) may be given a more quantita-
tive form. It is here useful to note that for a free Fermi gas of
electrons the frequency giving the adiabatic limit for a particle of
high velocity is precisely the classical resonance frequency' coo.

Avclaglrlg ovcl thc density distribution ln thc atom and lncludlng
the above frequencies of revolution, one obtains the formula of
Bloch for a very swift particle, while for lower velocities the
stopping power of the medium is found to be nearly proportional
to Z'I'/v. The constants obtained are in both cases of the right
order of' magnitude. Moreover, it can be shown that similar
results are obtained directly from the general stopping- formula of
Bethe when one introduces the frequencies and oscillator strengths
of the individual atomic transition processes.

According to Eq. (j.) the data on stopping may be approxi-
mately described by a single function of Z/es common to aII
elements of riot too low atomic number. In Fig. 1 are shown some

experimental values of I determined from the left hand side
of (l); the abscissa used is x=(v/vv) Z 'I'. We have included a
number of absolute measurements on the stopping of protons of
energy between 1-200 kev and 340 Mev I s for metals ranging
from uranium to the extreme case of beryllium. The points on

the 6gure show a rather well-de6ned curve. The placing of other
elements may be obtained from the numerous relative measure-


